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Phage-based approaches have gained increasing interest as sustainable alternative strategies to antibiotic treatment or as prophylactic measures against disease outbreaks in aquaculture. The potential of three methods (oral, bath, and injection) for delivering a two-component phage mixture to rainbow trout fry for controlling *Flavobacterium psychrophilum* infections and reduce fish mortality was investigated using bacteriophages FpV4 and FPSV-D22. For the oral administration experiment, bacteriophages were applied on feed pellets by spraying (1.6 × 10⁸ PFU g⁻¹) or by irreversible immobilization (8.3 × 10⁷ PFU g⁻¹), using the corona discharge technology (Fixed Phage Ltd.). The fish showed normal growth for every group and no mortality was observed prior to infection as well as in control groups during the infection. Constant detection of phages in the intestine (∼10³ PFU mg⁻¹) and more sporadic occurrence in kidney, spleen, and brain was observed. When fish were exposed to *F. psychrophilum*, no significant effect on fish survival, nor a direct impact on the number of phages in the sampled organs, were detected. Similarly, no significant increase in fish survival was detected when phages were delivered by bath (1⁰ and 2⁰ bath: ∼10⁶ PFU ml⁻¹; 3⁰ bath: ∼10⁵ PFU ml⁻¹). However, when phages FpV4 and FPSV-D22 (1.7 × 10⁸ PFU fish⁻¹) were administered by intraperitoneal injection 3 days after the bacterial challenge, the final percent survival observed in the group injected with bacteriophages FpV4 and FPSV-D22 (80.0%) was significantly higher than in the control group (56.7%). The work demonstrates the delivery of phages to fish organs by oral administration, but also suggests that higher phage dosages than the tested ones may be needed on feed pellets to offer fish an adequate protection against *F. psychrophilum* infections.
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INTRODUCTION

Phage therapy relies on the bactericidal activity of lytic bacteriophages (also called phages), which infect and kill specific bacterial hosts by lysing infected cells and releasing phage progeny to the environment [Twort, 1915; Roux, 2011; reviewed in Salmond and Fineran (2015); Dion et al. (2020)].

In the aquaculture sector, phage therapy efforts have targeted various pathogenic bacteria, such as *Vibrio spp.*, *Aeromonas spp.*, *Flavobacterium spp.*, *Pseudomonas spp.*, and *Edwardsiella spp.* focusing, e.g., on the isolation and characterization of virulent phages [Kataltzis et al., 2016; Kazimierczak et al., 2019], cocktail formulations [Mateus et al., 2014; Duarte et al., 2018], dosage and route of phage administration (Laanto et al., 2015; Almeida et al., 2019). However, despite the many benefits of phage therapy, various challenges have been faced such as the development of phage resistant bacteria, the inefficient delivery of phages in high dosages at the infection site, and the phage clearance activity from the organism mediated by the immune cells [reviewed in Culot et al. (2019); Kowalska et al. (2020)].

*Flavobacterium psychrophilum* (Borg, 1948; Bernardet et al., 1996) is the etiological agent of Rainbow Trout Fry Syndrome (RTFS, fry stage) (Lorenzen et al., 1991) and of Bacterial Coldwater Disease (BCWD, juvenile and adult fish) (Borg, 1960). Rainbow trout (*Oncorhynchus mykiss*, Walbaum) and coho salmon (*Oncorhynchus kisutch*) are the most susceptible salmonid species to this bacterium (Nematollahi et al., 2003). Despite a strong focus on preventative measures, for example good management practices and egg disinfection (Nematollahi et al., 2003; Madsen and Dalsgaard, 2008), antibiotics have been the most extensively used treatment for RTFS worldwide and resistance to their activity has been detected (Bruun et al., 2000, 2003; Schmidt et al., 2000; Izumi and Aranishi, 2004; Kun et al., 2008; Del Cerro et al., 2010; Sundell and Wiklund, 2011).

With the isolation of bacteriophages infecting *F. psychrophilum* (Stenholm et al., 2008), the possibility of developing a sustainable alternative approach to the treatment of RTFS has gained more attention. Castillo et al. (2012) studied the application of phages in rainbow trout and Atlantic salmon delivering bacteriophages (10^9 PFU fish^{-1}) by intraperitoneal (IP) infection simultaneously to *F. psychrophilum* (10^8 CFU fish^{-1}). The authors were able to detect a reduction in mortality of fish treated with phages (Castillo et al., 2012). Subsequent studies on the dispersal and survival of *F. psychrophilum* phages in rainbow trout showed that infective *F. psychrophilum* phages were recovered from the internal organs of rainbow trout fry after administration by intraperitoneal injection (with and without the bacteria) (Madsen et al., 2013), by bath or via oral administration (oral intubation or by phage-coated feed) (Christiansen et al., 2014). However, in order to assess the potential of phage-based control of *F. psychrophilum* infections in rainbow trout, combined studies on phage delivery efficiency and fish mortality in challenge experiments are required.

Building on previous work (Madsen et al., 2013; Christiansen et al., 2014), this study brings new insights to the development of a bacteriophage-based treatment for *F. psychrophilum* infections in rainbow trout fry applicable in the field. The work includes oral administration of bacteriophages applied on feed pellets by spraying, or by irreversible immobilization, using corona discharge technology (Fixed Phage Ltd.) (Mattey, 2016, 2018). The immobilization stabilizes phages at room temperature, simplifying delivery and use of phage products (Mattey, 2016, 2018). The use of phage-treated feed could potentially be applied prophylactically in aquaculture facilities to prevent and control bacterial infections and mortalities caused by *F. psychrophilum*. Two additional delivery methods (by bath and by intraperitoneal injection) of the selected purified two-component mix of Danish bacteriophages with a wide host-range among virulent *F. psychrophilum* strains were also included in the study. The aim of the work was to (a) evaluate the effects of the oral administration of phages on healthy and infected fish comparing the two phage application methods on fish pellets (e.g., phage diffusion in internal organs) (Experiment A); (b) assess the effects on fish survival of the oral phage administration during *F. psychrophilum* infections (Experiment A) in comparison to when phages are delivered by repeated bath procedures and by intraperitoneal injection (Experiments B and C). The work demonstrates the delivery of phages to fish organs by oral administration, but also suggests that higher phage dosages than the tested ones may be needed on feed pellets to offer fish an adequate protection against *F. psychrophilum* infections in the application in the field.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Bacterial Strain

*Flavobacterium psychrophilum* 950106-1/1, a well-characterized Danish strain isolated in 1995 from rainbow trout in a freshwater farm, was selected for the experiments (serotype Fd, virulent) (Madsen and Dalsgaard, 1999, 2000; Dalsgaard and Madsen, 2000; Sundell et al., 2019). *Flavobacterium psychrophilum* FPS-S6, a Swedish strain isolated in 2017 from rainbow trout (serotype Th, virulent), was utilized for the propagation of phage FPSV-D22 since it was the most efficient host for producing high phage titers (Sundell et al., 2019). The bacteria were stored at −80°C in tryptone yeast extract salts medium [TYES: 0.4% tryptone, 0.04% yeast extract, 0.05% CaCl_2 × 2H_2O, 0.05% MgSO_4 × 7H_2O (pH 7.2)] (Holt et al., 1993) and glycerol (15–20%). For bacteriophage detection and quantification, *F. psychrophilum* 950106-1/1 was inoculated from a −80°C stock into 5 ml TYES broth (referred as TYES-B), incubated at 15°C at 100 rpm for 48–72 h and then streaked on TYES agar (TYES-B with 1.1% agar, referred as TYES-A). After 3–4 days at 15°C, single colonies were picked and inoculated in TYES-B for 48 h. For challenge experiments, *F. psychrophilum* 950106-1/1 was prepared and infection challenge performed as described by Madsen and Dalsgaard (1999). Intraperitoneal (IP) injection was selected as infection method due to its reproducibility when it comes to experimental *F. psychrophilum* infections in rainbow trout (Madsen and Dalsgaard, 1999). According to the established infection dose, appropriate dilutions of the 48-h culture were performed prior to IP injection and CFU were counted before and after infection.
Bacteriophages
Bacteriophages FpV4 and FPSV-D22 were used in these experiments (Supplementary Table 1). FpV4 (lytic phage belonging to Podoviridae family, 90 kb genome) was isolated in 2005 from water with feces samples (Stenhohl et al., 2008; Castillo and Middelboe, 2016) and FPSV-D22 (lytic phage belonging to Siphoviridae family), isolated in 2017 from fish tissue samples collected at Danish freshwater farms of rainbow trout (Sundell et al., 2019). Both phages were characterized to have a host broad range among F. psychrophilum strains [(Stenhohl et al., 2008; Castillo et al., 2014) and unpublished data]. High titer solutions of FpV4 and FPSV-D22 were purified and stored in SM buffer [8 mM MgSO₄, 50 mM Tris–Cl (pH 7.5), 99 mM NaCl, 0.01% gelatin] and glycerol (15%) at −80°C (Stenhohl et al., 2008; Sundell et al., 2019).

Preparation and Purification of High-Titer Phage Solutions
Based on previous challenge experiments (data not published and Christiansen, 2014), where we detected an early onset of mortality in fish exposed to crude lysates of phages, we decided to PEG purify phage solutions in order to decrease the concentration of compounds that could be toxic for the fish. Gram negative bacteria produce endotoxins which might induce allergic reactions (Kowalska et al., 2020). For the fish experiments, 1 L of bacterial cultures (OD 600 nm = 0.2) were separately infected with the phages FPSV-D22 and FpV4 at MOI = 1 (F. psychrophilum FPS-S6 and 950106-1/1, respectively) and incubated for ~3 days. The lysed bacterial cultures were centrifuged (9000 × g, 10 min, 4°C) and filtered through a 0.2 μm-pore size sterile filter. Then, the phage stocks FPSV-D22 (5.0 × 10⁸ PFU ml⁻¹) and FpV4 (3.0 × 10⁹ PFU ml⁻¹) were concentrated by adding poly-ethylene glycol 8000 (PEG-8000) and Sodium Chloride (final concentration 10% w/v and 1 M, respectively), followed by incubation at 4°C for 24 h. Subsequently, phage solutions were centrifuged (10,000 × g, 30 min, 4°C) and the phage pellet was resuspended in 200 mL of SM buffer (Castillo et al., 2019).

Fish (Experiment A and B)
Rainbow trout eyed eggs were purchased at a Danish commercial fish farm (officially registered free of bacterial kidney disease and viral diseases as IPN, VHS and IHN). Eggs were disinfected with a iodine-based solution [100 ppm active iodine; 1% Actomar K30 (Desag AF, Uster, Switzerland)], hatched and fish grown at the Unit for Fish and Shellfish Diseases (National Institute of Aquatic Resources, Kgs. Lyngby, Denmark). Fish were initially raised in a recirculation system. When the desired size and weight were reached, fish were transferred to a specific laboratory area used for experimental challenges (flow-through system) and divided randomly in 8-L tanks, each with its own inlet/outlet for water and air-supply. Water temperature was constantly maintained at 13°C.

Fish (Experiment C)
Rainbow trout fry (1–2 g) were purchased from a commercial fish farm in Finland and kept and reared at the fish facilities of Åbo Akademi University (Turku, Finland) in tanks with flow through of dechlorinated tap water (~12°C) and continuous aeration.

Experiment A: Delivery of Phages by Phage-Sprayed and Phage-Immobilized Feed
Preparation of Phage Feed
Feed pellets (0.8 mm, BIOMAR A/S, Denmark) from the same batch were treated (by spraying or immobilization) with FpV4/FPsv-D22-cocktail [total phage concentration of 3.3 × 10⁹ ± 6.1 × 10⁸ PFU ml⁻¹ (SD, n = 3)], which was prepared mixing 1:1 PEG-purified solutions of FpV4 (1.2 × 10⁹ PFU ml⁻¹) and of FPSV-D22 (4.9 × 10⁹ PFU ml⁻¹). In the case of phage-sprayed feed, 30 ml of PEG-purified phage preparation containing FpV4 and FPSV-D22 were applied per 100 g of feed pellets with the use of a spray-bottle as previously described (Christiansen et al., 2014). The process was performed in a flow bench where the feed pellets were left to dry. Fixed Phage Ltd. produced phage-immobilized feed applying 20 ml of PEG-purified phage preparation per 100 g (Mattey, 2016, 2018). Phage-feed pellets were stored at 5°C before use in the experiments.

Detection and Quantification of Bacteriophages on Feed
To verify the presence of bacteriophages on feed, the classical method for phage detection was utilized. Three-hundred microliters of a 48-h old F. psychrophilum broth culture (in exponential phase) were mixed with 4 ml of TYES soft agar (0.4% agar) and poured into a TYES-A plate (Stenhohl et al., 2008; Madsen et al., 2013). For qualitative detection, feed pellets were spread on the bacterial lawn and plates were incubated at 15°C for 3–4 days. Phages on feed pellets were quantified according to Christiansen et al. (2014) with some modifications. Three replicates of 0.1 g of feed and 2 ml of SM buffer were prepared in 2 ml sterile micro tubes (SARSTEDT AG & Co. KG, Germany) for each feed type. A sterile 5 mm steel bead (Qiagen, Germany) was added to each micro tube and samples were homogenized with a Qiagen TissueLyser II (1 min at 20 Hz; Qiagen, Germany). After storage for 1 h at 5°C, samples were transferred to 15 ml sterile Falcon tubes containing 3 ml of sterile SM buffer and vortexed. Phages were quantified by spotting 5 μl of serial 10-fold dilutions (180 μl of SM buffer and 20 μl of sample) of the homogenized
solutions in triplicates on a bacterial lawn (TYES soft agar with 48-h old *F. psychrophilum* culture). Plates were incubated at 15°C for 3–4 days and single plaques were then counted in the preferred dilution to estimate the phage titer per gram of feed pellets (Clokie and Kropinski, 2009; Madsen et al., 2013; Christiansen et al., 2014).

**Set Up and Infection Method**

The first investigated method of phage treatment was through phage application on feed pellets (by spraying or by using the Fixed Phage Ltd. immobilization technique) (Table 1 and Figure 1A). Rainbow trout fry of 1–2 g were randomly subdivided in 12 × 8 L-aquaria (∼50 fish/aquarium). Fish in four aquaria were fed with phage-sprayed feed; fish in other four aquaria with phage-immobilized feed and fish in the remaining aquaria with control (untreated) feed. All groups were fed at 2% of fish weight per day during the experiment. After a 12-day prophylactic treatment period, fish in three of the four aquaria per feed-type group were exposed to the bacterial pathogen, *F. psychrophilum* 950106-1/1, by IP injection (50 µl, 1 × 10⁶ CFU fish⁻¹). Fish in the remaining three aquaria (one aquarium per diet group) were injected with sterile TYES-B (as controls for the infection). Prior to IP injection, fish were anesthetized with 3-aminobenzoic acid ethyl ester (MS-222, Sigma catalog number A-5040). For each feed-type group, two of the infected aquaria were utilized to follow mortality of fish and the two remaining (one infected with the bacterium and one non-infected) were used for live fish sampling during the experiment. Dead and moribund fish were weighed, their length measured, and bacteriological examination of spleen, kidney, and brain performed. If possible, internal organs were also collected and stored for phage detection/quantification. During the experiment, several parameters were considered to evaluate the fish health status: feed intake and swimming activity (behavioral observations); fin condition, presence of wounds and coloration (darkening) (external appearance); growth and abnormal mortality (production parameters) (Segner et al., 2019).

**Fish Sampling**

Five fish from each sampling aquarium were sampled randomly at 1, 4, 8, 11, 19, 33, and 56 days post infection. Additionally, five fish were collected from the sampling aquaria not infected with *F. psychrophilum* 1 day before the bacterial challenge. During sampling days, fish were euthanized with an overdose of MS-222. Weight and length of each fish were measured and bacteriological examination of spleen, kidney, and brain performed. To assess the spread of phages in fish, internal organs (spleen, kidney, brain, and the anterior part of the intestine) were collected in pre-weighted 1.5 ml sterile micro tubes (SARSTEDT AG & Co. KG, Germany) containing 300 µl of SM buffer. After the sampling, micro tubes containing fish organs were re-weighted to determine the weight of the organs and 5 µl of chloroform were added under a fume hood to kill any possible bacteria present in the samples. The used phages are not sensitive to chloroform. Fish were not fed for 24 h before sampling.

**Bacteriological Examination**

Using 1 µl sterile inoculation loops, samples from spleen, kidney, and brain were collected for each sampled and moribund/dead fish and streaked on TYES-A. Agar plates were incubated at 15°C from 4 to 5 days up to 4 weeks and *F. psychrophilum* yellow colonies were identified. Randomly chosen yellow colonies were analyzed by MALDI-TOF (Bruker) to confirm that *F. psychrophilum* was the re-isolated bacteria.

**Bacteriophage Detection and Quantification**

Phage detection in the sampled organs was performed as previously described (Madsen et al., 2013; Christiansen et al., 2014). Briefly, chloroform-fixed fish samples were homogenized by vortexing for 20 s and centrifuged for 10 s at 10,000 RPM at 5°C (1 min for intestine samples) to separate chloroform to the bottom of the tube. A spot test method was then performed (Stenholm et al., 2008; Clokie and Kropinski, 2009).

For quantification of plaque forming units, 5 µl of undiluted sample were spotted on a freshly prepared bacterial lawn (as described above) in triplicate and incubated at 15°C for 3–4 days. Spots that presented single plaques (from 1 to 30) were counted and the titer of phages per milligram of tissue quantified. In the case of confluent or semi-confluent clearing areas, samples were 10-fold diluted (180 µl of SM buffer and 20 µl of sample) in triplicate and spotted on a bacterial lawn. Plates were incubated at 15°C for 3–4 days, single plaques counted from the preferred dilution and the titer of phages was estimated.

**Experiment B: Delivery of Phages by Bath**

Rainbow trout fry of 2–3 g were randomly subdivided in 4 × 8 L-aquaria (∼30 fish/aquarium) (Table 1 and Figure 1B). Fish were fed with commercial feed pellets (0.8 mm, BIOMAR A/S, Denmark) at 2% of fish weight per day during the experiment. Fish in the four aquaria were exposed to the bacterial pathogen, *F. psychrophilum* 950106-1/1, by IP injection (50 µl, 1 × 10⁵ CFU fish⁻¹). Based on the results of Experiment A, we decided to increase the infection dose 10 times with the aim of increasing the probability of that bacteria and phages would come into contact with each other. Prior to IP injection, fish were anesthetized with MS-222. The FpV4/FPDV-D22-mix (total phage concentration of 3.3 × 10⁶ ± 6.1 × 10⁶ PFU ml⁻¹ (SD, n = 3)) was prepared by mixing 1:1 PEG-purified solutions of FpV4 (1.2 × 10⁶ PFU ml⁻¹) and of FPDV-D22 (4.9 × 10⁵ PFU ml⁻¹). At 48 h post infection, the water in the aquaria was removed and replaced with 2 L of cold tap water containing PEG-purified FpV4 and FPDV-D22 (2 ml of phage mix in 2 L of water – estimated concentration of 3.3 × 10⁶ ± 6.1 × 10⁶ PFU ml⁻¹) in two aquaria and 2 L of cold tap water without bacteriophages in the other two aquaria. Fish were bathed in the phage solution for 1 h and 30 min and subsequently, aquaria were filled up and the flow-through water system was re-established. The same procedure was performed 1 week after the first phage bath. One week after the second phage bath, phages were directly administered to the selected aquaria (2 ml of phage mix in 8 L of water – estimated concentration of 8.3 × 10⁵ ± 1.5 × 10⁶ PFU ml⁻¹) and the water flow...
stopped. After 3 h and 30 min, water flow was re-established. The four aquaria were utilized to follow mortality of fish. Dead and moribund fish were weighed, their length measured, and bacteriological examination of spleen, kidney and brain (as for Experiment A) was performed.

**Experiment C: Delivery of Phages Through Intraperitoneal Injection**

In experiment C, 120 rainbow trout (~7 g) were randomly divided in 6 × 150 L-tanks (20 fish/aquarium) and fed with commercial feed pellets (1.2 mm, Rehuraisio, Finland) at 2% of fish weight per day (Table 1 and Figure 1C). Fish in the six aquaria were anesthetized with benzocaine (10%) and exposed to *F. psychrophilum* 950106-1/1, by IP injection (100 µl, 1.7 × 10⁷ CFU fish⁻¹). A higher bacterial dose, compared to the previous experiments, was chosen because of the larger fish size. According to Madsen and Dalsgaard (1999), fingerlings have to be challenged with the IP method with an infection dose of 10⁷ CFU fish⁻¹ or higher to induce mortalities. At 3 days post infection (dpi), fish in three tanks were exposed to PEG-purified bacteriophages FpV4 and FPSV-D22 by IP injection (100 µl, 1.7 × 10⁸ PFU fish⁻¹). Prior to phage exposure, PEG-purified FpV4 (1.2 × 10⁹ PFU ml⁻¹) and FPSV-D22 (2.2 × 10⁹ PFU ml⁻¹) solutions were mixed 1:1. Fish in the other three tanks were infected with sterile SM buffer as controls. Fish mortality was recorded for 21 dpi and, during this period, dead and moribund fish were removed, weighed and bacteriological examination of spleen and kidney performed. A subset of samples were analyzed and verified as *F. psychrophilum* by PCR (Toyama et al., 1994). To ensure delivery of phages in the fish internal organs by this method, fifteen additional rainbow trout were placed in a 150-L aquarium and injected with bacteriophages alone (100 µl, 1.7 × 10⁸ PFU fish⁻¹). At 4 and 34 days after exposure, spleen and kidney of five fish were sampled and analyzed for phage detection as described in Experiment A.

**Statistical Analysis**

Phage quantification and survival data were analyzed using GraphPad Prism version 8.4.0 for Windows, GraphPad Software, San Diego, CA, United States, www.graphpad.com. For linear regression analysis of phage concentration detected in sampled organs over time, values were first log transformed. In the Kaplan-Meier survival analysis, data from replicate aquaria were merged together [the difference in survival between replicates was ≤20% (Amend, 1981; Midtlyng, 2016)] and comparison of survival curves was performed with the Log-rank (Mantel–Cox) test and the Gehan-Breslow-Wilcoxon test.

**RESULTS**

Phage Delivery by Feed Pellets: Phage-Immobilized and Phage-Sprayed Feed (Experiment A)

In order to evaluate the potential protection conferred by the phage cocktail targeting *F. psychrophilum*, rainbow trout fry (1.5–2 g) were fed either with phage-immobilized (8.3 × 10⁷ ± 2.5 × 10⁷ PFU g⁻¹) or phage-sprayed (1.6 × 10⁸ ± 4.8 × 10⁷ PFU g⁻¹) feed at 2% of their body weight for 12 days before bacterial challenge (Table 1, Figure 1A and Supplementary Figures 1A,B). Fish growth, abnormal mortalities, feed intake, swimming activity, and external appearance (fin condition and coloration) were monitored.

---

**Table 1** Overview of the studied experimental delivery methods.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exp.</th>
<th>Phage delivery method</th>
<th>Administered phage titer</th>
<th>Administration time</th>
<th>Fish</th>
<th>Bacterial infection dose (IP) (CFU fish⁻¹)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Phage-sprayed feed</td>
<td>1.6 × 10⁸ ± 2.5 × 10⁷ PFU g⁻¹</td>
<td>Continuous feeding started 12 days before IP*</td>
<td>1.9 (±0.7)²</td>
<td>895 (55 ± 4)²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Phage-immobilized feed</td>
<td>8.3 × 10⁷ ± 4.8 × 10⁷ PFU g⁻¹</td>
<td>Control feed²</td>
<td>0 ± 0 PFU g⁻¹⁰</td>
<td>0 PFU g⁻¹⁰⁰</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Bath</td>
<td>I. ~10⁹ PFU ml⁻¹</td>
<td>I. 48 h after IP* (1 h 30 min); II. One (1 h 30 min) and III. two weeks (3 h 30 min) after 1st bath</td>
<td>2–3</td>
<td>125 (31 ± 1)²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Control bath</td>
<td>I. 0 PFU ml⁻¹</td>
<td>I. 0 PFU ml⁻¹</td>
<td>II. 0 PFU ml⁻¹</td>
<td>III. 0 PFU ml⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>IP injection</td>
<td>1.7 × 10⁸ PFU fish⁻¹</td>
<td>3 days after IP*</td>
<td>~7</td>
<td>120 (20 ± 0)²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Control IP injection</td>
<td>0 PFU fish⁻¹</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*IP bacterial intraperitoneal injection.
²Non-treated commercial feed from the same batch as the phage-treated feed types.
²Average and standard deviation (n = 3).
³Average weight of fish sampled after 10 days of phage feed prophylaxis (standard deviation in the parenthesis; n = 15).
⁴Average number of fish per aquarium and standard deviation in the parenthesis.
FIGURE 1 | Experimental fish trials to test phage delivery by feed (A), by bath (B), and by intraperitoneal injection (C). (A) Eight hundred and ninety-five rainbow trout fry were divided randomly in 12 aquaria (55 fish ± 4) which are represented by colored circles. Fish were fed at 2% of their body weight with either control feed (in gray), phage-immobilized (in blue), or phage-sprayed (in red) feed. Bacteriophage drawings indicate FpV4 and FPSV-D22, which were administered to fish by feed. For each group, three of the four aquaria were challenged with *F. psychrophilum* (1 × 10^4 CFU fish^−1^; indicated by a syringe with yellow content because of the coloration of the bacteria). Fish in the fourth aquarium were injected with sterile TYES-B as control for the infection. Two of the bacterial challenged aquaria per group were used to follow mortality. The remaining aquaria were dedicated to sampling (five fish at sampling point). (B) Hundred and twenty-five rainbow trout fry were divided in four aquaria (circles; 31 fish ± 1 per aquarium) and challenged with *F. psychrophilum* (1 × 10^5 CFU fish^−1^; syringe with yellow content). Fish in two aquaria were exposed to three rounds of FpV4 and FPSV-D22 phages bath (blue circles; indicated by bacteriophage drawings). Mortality was followed w = week. (C) Hundred and twenty rainbow trout (7 g), divided in six aquaria (circles, 20 fish ± 0 per aquarium), were IP challenged with *F. psychrophilum* (1.7 × 10^7 CFU fish^−1^; syringe with yellow content). Three days later, fish in three aquaria were exposed to phages FpV4 and FPSV-D22 by IP injection (blue circles; indicated by bacteriophage drawings). This aquaria were used to follow mortality. One additional aquarium was included for few sampling where fish were only exposed to the two component phage mix (light blue circle; 15 fish). Created with BioRender.com (the figure was exported under a paid subscription).

during the experiment. Positive growth was detected for all groups (Supplementary Figure 1C and Supplementary Table 2) and no mortalities were observed prior to infection. The addition of phages in either way did not seem to change the taste of the feed for the fish and the fish ate the amount of feed that they were offered (fish not challenged with the bacterium and
prior to infection in all groups). Other visual signs of disease conditions, such as destroyed fins, lethargic swimming, color changes, and skin ulceration were not seen prior to infection and in non-challenged groups.

**Efficiency of Phage Delivery: Percentage of Isolation of *F. psychrophilum* and Its Phages in Fish Organs**

The qualitative detection of bacteriophages in intestine, kidney, spleen, and brain of fish fed with phage immobilized feed, phage sprayed feed, and control feed verified the presence of bacteriophages in treated fish and thereby the delivery of phages through the feed pellets before any manipulation (IP injection with either *F. psychrophilum* or sterile TYES-B) (**Figure 2**). The results showed that phages were present in the intestine (100% of sampled fish) and in the internal organs of the fish prior to bacterial challenge (100%, 20%, and 40% of kidney, spleen and brain of sampled fish fed with phage-sprayed feed, respectively; 80%, 40%, and 20% of kidney, spleen, and brain of sampled fish fed with phage-immobilized feed, respectively) (**Figures 2, 3**). Subsequently, we observed the constant presence of bacteriophages in intestines of fish fed with phage-treated feeds during the experiment with more variable occurrence of phages in the other tested organs (**Figure 2**).

In fish fed with phage-immobilized feed and not exposed to *F. psychrophilum*, bacteriophages were detected in 80% of kidney samples before day 8 and in 40–60% after 8 days post infection (dpi) (**Figure 3A**). Except for fish sampled 8 dpi, fish challenged with *F. psychrophilum* and fed with phage-immobilized feed (**Figure 3A**) showed a lower percentage of phages in the fish kidney compared to the controls (0–40% at 1, 4, and 11 dpi; frequency of re-isolation of bacterium = 20–60% until 11 dpi). Subsequently, no bacteria were re-isolated from fish kidney and the frequency of isolation of phages changed from 0% at 19 dpi to 80 and 60% at 33 and 56 dpi, respectively. For spleen samples, we were able to detect phages in 40–60% of fish not challenged with *F. psychrophilum* until 4 dpi and subsequently the percentage of detection dropped to 0–20% (**Figure 3B**). When fish were also exposed to the bacterium, the percentage of phage detection in spleen was between 20 and 60% until 11 dpi, while *F. psychrophilum* was re-isolated from 40 to 60% of the sampled spleens (**Figure 3B**). Subsequently, no bacteria were re-isolated and phages were detected in 0–20% of the spleen samples. A lower frequency of phage detection was measured in the brain of fish fed with phage-immobilized feed, whether or not fish were challenged with *F. psychrophilum* (between 0 and 20% except for 11 and 33 dpi where 60 and 40% of sampled brains were positive for phages in non-challenged fish, **Figure 3C**). *F. psychrophilum* was re-isolated only from the brain of one fish sampled 11 dpi.

Fish fed with phage-sprayed feed (negative to *F. psychrophilum*) were characterized by a consistent phage detection in fish kidney (60–100%; **Figure 3A**), an increase of the frequency of phage isolation in spleen samples from 20 to 60% during the experiment (**Figure 3B**) and more variable measurements in the fish brain (20–60%; **Figure 3C**). When fish were exposed to *F. psychrophilum* (**Figures 3A, B**), we observed a decrease in phage detection in kidney and spleen samples from 80 to 20% from 1 dpi to 19 and 33 dpi. Subsequently, the frequency of phage detection was increased to 80% for kidney samples (56 dpi) and to 60% for spleen samples (56 dpi). A similar pattern was observed for brain samples (**Figure 3C**) where our measurements showed an initial decrease in phage detection (from 40 to 20%) with a higher detection frequency at 56 dpi. (60%). For *F. psychrophilum*, we detected high frequencies in spleen and kidney (80% for spleen samples and 60% of kidney samples) in the first days after the bacterial challenge, which decreased during the experiment. In brain samples, *F. psychrophilum* was detected at 8 and 11 dpi (40% of sampled fish).

In fish fed with control feed, the frequency of isolation of the bacteria in kidney samples (**Figure 3A**) shifted from 20% at 1 and 4 dpi to 80, 40, and 20% at 8, 11, and 19 dpi, respectively. *F. psychrophilum* was re-isolated from 40% of spleen samples until 8 dpi and to 20% at 11 and 19 dpi (**Figure 3B**). *F. psychrophilum* was only detected in the brain of one fish at 8, 11, and 19 dpi (**Figure 3C**). No phages were detected in fish fed with control feed and no *F. psychrophilum* was re-isolated from fish that served as negative control for the infection fed in any of the three feed groups (IP with sterile TYES-B) (**Figure 3**).

**Efficiency of Phage Delivery in Fish Organs: Quantification**

After 12 days of phage prophylactic administration, the concentration of phages detected in the intestine of fish was $2.2 \times 10^3 \pm 1.7 \times 10^3$ PFU mg$^{-1}$ and $1.2 \times 10^3 \pm 1.0 \times 10^3$ PFU mg$^{-1}$ (day $-1$) in fish fed with phage-immobilized and phage-sprayed feed, respectively, and these concentrations were maintained over time when fish were not challenged with the bacterium (**Figures 4A, B**). In fish exposed to *F. psychrophilum*, the intestinal phage concentration was also maintained in fish fed with phage-immobilized feed even if we observed a larger variation (SD) among the biological replicates 11 dpi ($1.7 \times 10^3 \pm 1.7 \times 10^3$ PFU mg$^{-1}$) (**Figure 4A**). A different situation was observed in challenged fish fed with phage-sprayed feed where a decrease in the intestinal phage concentration was detected in the first 8 days after the bacterial challenge. Indeed, the titer of phages per mg of intestine decreased from $9.1 \times 10^2 \pm 5.2 \times 10^2$ PFU mg$^{-1}$ measured at 1 dpi to $2.6 \times 10^2 \pm 3.5 \times 10^2$ PFU mg$^{-1}$ 8 dpi. Subsequently, the number of phages detected in the intestines started to rise even if a large variation among the sampled fish was detected at 11 and 19 dpi. Thirty-three days after the infection the intestinal phage concentration was raised to $1.0 \times 10^3 \pm 1.2 \times 10^3$ PFU mg$^{-1}$ (**Figure 4B**).

Bacteriophages were detected in the kidney of 57.5% and 75.0% of non-challenged sampled fish and of 42.9% and 51.4% of challenged sampled fish fed with phage-immobilized and phage-sprayed feed, respectively (**Figure 3**). In fish fed with phage-immobilized feed (**Figure 4C**), the titer of phages in the kidney was $10^1$ PFU mg$^{-1}$ 1 day before the infection and at 1 and 4 dpi. The titer per mg of kidney decreased in the following days reaching its lowest point at 33 dpi (0.5 ± 0.8 PFU mg$^{-1}$). At the end of the experiment, the concentration of phages in the kidney was restored to $1.4 \times 10^3 \pm 2.1 \times 10^3$ PFU mg$^{-1}$ (56 dpi). When fish fed with phage-immobilized feed were challenged with the bacterium, the concentration of phages in kidney
samples over time was on average similar to the non-challenged fish (the lowest concentration, $4.3 \pm 9.7$ PFU mg$^{-1}$, was detected 1 dpi and the highest, $3.5 \times 10^3 \pm 4.1 \times 10^1$ PFU mg$^{-1}$, 8 dpi). For fish fed with phage-sprayed (Figure 4D), the concentration of phages in the kidney was constant over time with values as $1.7 \times 10^1 \pm 1.9 \times 10^1$ PFU mg$^{-1}$ (1 day before challenge) and $1.3 \times 10^1 \pm 1.5 \times 10^1$ PFU mg$^{-1}$ (19 dpi). In case of bacterial challenge, the overall concentration of phages per mg of kidney decreased 10 times compared to non-challenged fish (e.g., $2.8 \pm 4.7$ PFU mg$^{-1}$ detected 11 dpi) except for the initial high phage concentration detected 1 dpi ($6.4 \times 10^1 \pm 7.3 \times 10^1$ PFU mg$^{-1}$).

Bacteriophages were detected in the spleen of 25.0% and 35.0% of non-challenged sampled fish and of 28.6% and 48.6% of challenged sampled fish fed with phage-immobilized and phage-sprayed feed, respectively (Figure 3). Quantifying the number of phages per mg of spleen in fish fed with phage-immobilized feed (Figure 4E), we observed a decrease from $3.8 \times 10^1 \pm 5.8 \times 10^1$ PFU mg$^{-1}$ detected 1 day before the bacterial challenge to $0.5 \pm 1.1$ PFU mg$^{-1}$ and $0.3 \pm 0.8$ PFU mg$^{-1}$ measured 33 and 56 dpi, respectively. In fish challenged with the bacteria, the number of phages detected over time was stable with values between $2.9 \times 10^1 \pm 4.1 \times 10^1$ PFU mg$^{-1}$ (8 dpi) and $1.1 \pm 2.3$ PFU mg$^{-1}$ (19 dpi). In fish fed with phage-sprayed feed (Figure 4F), the concentration of phages per mg of spleen was $1.2 \times 10^2 \pm 1.3 \times 10^2$ PFU mg$^{-1}$ (+ *F. psychrophilum*) and $1.4 \times 10^3 \pm 1.9 \times 10^1$ PFU mg$^{-1}$ (÷ *F. psychrophilum*) measured 1 day post infection, and $1.8 \pm 3.2$ PFU mg$^{-1}$ (+ *F. psychrophilum*) and $2.9 \pm 4.6$ PFU mg$^{-1}$ (÷ *F. psychrophilum*) 56 dpi.

The number of phages per mg of brain was also quantified (Figures 4G,H), although the percentage of detection
over time was low (20.0% and 32.5% of non-challenged sampled fish and 17.1% and 20.0% of challenged sampled fish fed with phage-immobilized and phage-sprayed feed, respectively – Figure 3). In fish fed with phage-immobilized feed (Figure 4G), the concentration of phages per mg of brain was $0.9 \pm 1.9$ PFU mg$^{-1}$ (+ F. psychrophilum) and
FIGURE 4 | Experiment A. Quantification of bacteriophages FpV4 and FPSV-D22 in intestine (A,B), kidney (C,D), spleen (E,F), and brain (G,H) of fish fed with phage-immobilized (A,C,E,G) and phage-sprayed (B,D,F,H) feed. Values represent the average of five biological replicates per time point and error bars the standard deviation. Concentration of phages in the organs of dead fish (dead because of *F. psychrophilum* infection) is included in the graphs for the corresponding organ and feed type (each symbol in yellow represents a single fish). Simple linear regression lines were calculated from the log-transformed PFU over time and 95% confidence bands are also presented.

0.0 ± 0.0 PFU mg⁻¹ (÷ *F. psychrophilum*) measured 1 day post infection, and 0.1 ± 0.3 PFU mg⁻¹ (+ *F. psychrophilum*) and 0.7 ± 1.6 PFU mg⁻¹ (÷ *F. psychrophilum*) 56 dpi. In Figure 4H, the quantification of phages in the brain of fish fed with phage-sprayed feed is presented. We detected 0.8 ± 1.2 PFU mg⁻¹ (+ *F. psychrophilum*) and 1.1 ± 2.4 PFU mg⁻¹ (÷ *F. psychrophilum*) measured 1 day post infection, and 0.7 ± 1.2 PFU mg⁻¹ (+ *F. psychrophilum*) and 0.2 ± 0.4 PFU mg⁻¹ (÷ *F. psychrophilum*) 56 dpi. The phage propagation rates in fish organs over time, calculated from linear regression analysis, are presented in Supplementary Table 3.
Eight and four randomly chosen dead fish were sampled for phage analysis in the groups fed with phage-immobilized and phage-sprayed feed, respectively (Figure 4 and Supplementary Table 4). For fish fed with phage-immobilized feed, phage concentration was between 0.0 and 15.6 PFU mg\(^{-1}\) in the intestine, 0.0 and 45.3 PFU mg\(^{-1}\) in the spleen, 0.0 and 13.3 PFU mg\(^{-1}\) in the kidney, and 0.0 and 65.9 PFU mg\(^{-1}\) in the brain. Only two fish (n. 1 and n. 2; Supplementary Table 4) showed a higher concentration of phages in kidney and spleen compared to the others (1.2 \(\times\) 10\(^8\) and 210.5 PFU mg\(^{-1}\) in kidney samples; 1.3 \(\times\) 10\(^3\) and 641.9 PFU mg\(^{-1}\) in spleen samples). A similar situation was observed for fish fed with phage-sprayed feed where we detected between 0.0 and 27.5 PFU mg\(^{-1}\) of intestine, 0.0 and 74.2 PFU mg\(^{-1}\) of spleen, 0.0 and 77.8 PFU mg\(^{-1}\) of kidney, and 0.0 and 170.8 PFU mg\(^{-1}\) of brain. In the control feed group, only one dead fish was sampled for phage analysis and no phages could be detected.

**Effect of Phage Delivery on Fish Survival (Experiments A, B and C)**

To evaluate the protective effect of bacteriophages and to compare the three phage delivery methods, survival of fish was quantified over time in the three experiments (see experimental set-up in Figure 1 and Table 1). In Experiment A where phages were delivered via the feed, fish mortality started around 10 days post infection (dpi) for the three feed-type groups and it was followed until 56 dpi. The final percent survival for fish fed with phage-sprayed, phage-immobilized and control feed was 75.6%, 80.1%, and 76.8%, respectively (Figure 5A), with no significant differences among the curves. No mortality was observed in the non-challenged groups of fish fed with the three feed types. When phages FpV4 and FPSV-D22 were administered by bath (Experiment B – Figure 5B), the final percent survival was 45.3% in the phage bath group and 42.6% in the control group (no significant difference). When phages FpV4 and FPSV-D22 were administered by intraperitoneal injection 3 days after the bacterial challenge (Experiment C), the final percent survival observed in the control group (56.7%) was significantly lower than the survival of the group injected with bacteriophages FpV4 and FPSV-D22 (80.0%) (Figure 5C).

To confirm the presence of phages delivered by IP injection (Experiment C), five fish were sampled in the control aquaria (only phages) 4 and 34 days after the injection. Four days after IP injection, the concentration of phages detected in the spleen and kidney was 3.3 \(\pm\) 1.5 and 8.2 \(\pm\) 3.0 PFU mg\(^{-1}\), respectively. Thirty-four days post inoculation, phages were detected in the kidney of two fish (0.03 and 0.06 PFU mg\(^{-1}\)).

**DISCUSSION**

Phage-therapy has gained increased attention in aquaculture as a sustainable alternative strategy to antibiotic treatment or as a prophylactic measure against disease outbreaks. In our study, we investigated the potential of different methods for delivering a two-component phage mixture to rainbow trout fry to control *F. psychrophilum* infections and to reduce fish mortality.

**Phage Delivery by Feed Pellets in Aquaculture**

Oral administration of phages for systemic circulation in fish using phage-immobilized (produced by corona discharge technology patented by Fixed Phage Ltd. – final concentration of 8.3 \(\times\) 10\(^7\) PFU g\(^{-1}\) of feed pellets) and phage-sprayed in-house feed pellets (1.6 \(\times\) 10\(^8\) PFU g\(^{-1}\)) provided a constant delivery of phages to the fish, without a negative effect on fish health or growth. The higher phage density in the internal organs obtained using the phage-sprayed feed compared to the one obtained in fish fed with phage-immobilized feed may partly reflect the higher phage concentration on the manually sprayed feed. However, differences in the orientation of phages on the feed pellets and their detachment and infectivity after the corona discharge and spray treatment, respectively, might also affect the efficiency of delivery. Leppänen et al. (2019) recently showed that the antimicrobial efficiency was higher for detached phages compared to the attached ones and that covalently bound phages on carboxylate-treated gold had the lowest infectivity even if this surface was characterized by the highest number of attached phages. The authors suggest that the lost infectivity of covalently bound phages might have been caused by chemical interactions or the improper orientation of the phages on the surface (Leppänen et al., 2019). In our study, it does not seem that the covalently bound phages on feed pellets by the corona discharge method are characterized by a lower infectivity compared to phages applied using a spraying approach, as indicated by a very similar and stable phage number in the fish intestine when fed with the two phage-feed types. It is not clear if the lower phage translocation efficiency in the internal organs in fish fed with phage-immobilized feed compared with the phage-sprayed feed is due to a tighter binding of the phages to the feed pellets, or a lower number of phages attached to the pellets. Nevertheless, the application of phages on feed pellets by the corona discharge method reduces the time for feed preparation (compared to spraying procedures) and enables the stable immobilization of bacteriophages.

The stable concentration of phages detected in the gut after feeding with phage-coated pellets indicated a positive gut transit of the selected phages in the gastrointestinal environment, as described previously (Christiansen et al., 2014). However, the detection of phages in the internal organs (spleen, kidney, and brain) was not always possible, suggesting inefficient phage penetration from the gastrointestinal tract into the systemic circulation. In a systematic analysis of 144 relevant human and animal experiments, the oral administration route was described as the least effective among the tested methods in delivering active phages that penetrate into the circulatory system (Dąbrowska, 2019) presumably by the transcytosis mechanism (Barr, 2017; Nguyen et al., 2017). Indeed, even if bacteriophages can be isolated in feces/intestine indicating a positive gut transit, it is not always possible to isolate them from blood/internal organs. However, the dose of administration can significantly contribute...
to phage ability to pass to the systemic circulation (Dąbrowska, 2019). Thus, a key step in delivering phages via feed is the application of very high initial titers. In a recent study, the delivery of *Edwardsiella tarda* phage ETP-1 bio-encapsulated in *Artemia* nauplii (enriched *Artemia* at $10^{11}$ PFU ml$^{-1}$) could provide phages with a concentration of $10^4$–$10^6$ PFU mg$^{-1}$ of tissue 10 days after the start of the phage feeding in gut, kidney, spleen and liver of zebrafish (Nikapitiya et al., 2020). Interestingly, it seemed that phage penetration from the gut into the circulatory system was very efficient and only a 10-fold phage decay was observed between the gut and the kidney at the time points examined.

The pH in the gut environment may affect the stability and infectivity of phages as discussed by Madsen et al. (2013) and Christiansen et al. (2014). *In vitro* experiments have shown that the stability of *F. psychrophilum* phages FpV4 and FpV9 were lost completely at pH 3 and in part reduced (a 10 fold reduction over 90 days) at pH 4.5 (Madsen et al., 2013). These pH values resemble the stomach environment (Bucking and Wood, 2009). FpV9 remained stable at pH 6 and 7.5 (typical of intestine environment) (Bucking and Wood, 2009; Madsen et al., 2013). In our experiment, phages were administered together with the feed, thus the stomach pH would likely have been around 4.9 (Bucking and Wood, 2009; Madsen et al., 2013), potentially causing a minor loss in the amount of infective phages in the stomach. However, other factors like the presence of macromolecules or the bacterial microflora in the gut may potentially protect the phages *in vivo* (Dąbrowska, 2019).

Phage decay in the circulatory system has mainly been attributed to the activity of the innate and the adaptive immune...
systems, with lymphoid organs considered as the main players in phage clearance and de-activation by phagocytosis [reviewed by Dąbrowska (2019); Van Belleghem et al. (2019)]. In fish, the main non-mucosal lymphoid organs are the thymus, the kidney (in adult fish mainly the head kidney or pronephros) and the spleen (Secombes and Wang, 2012). In our Experiment A, we detected a stable concentration of infective phages (≈10^1 PFU mg^-1) in the kidney of 57.5 and 75.0% of fish fed with phage-immobilized and phage-sprayed feed, respectively (fish were sampled 24 h after feeding; non-infected fish). These results are in line with previous reported delivery efficiencies using oral intubation (Christiansen et al., 2014) and intraperitoneal injection (Madsen et al., 2013) of F. psychrophilum phages in rainbow trout fry, where 75% (24 h after delivery) and 100% (up to 72 h after delivery) of sampled fish showed presence of infective phages in the kidney, respectively (Madsen et al., 2013; Christiansen et al., 2014). The constant detection of infective phages in kidney of fry exposed to the treatment may reflect the role of this well-perfused organ in phage clearance from blood in fish (meaning that phages may be constantly delivered but do not accumulate over time because neutralized), unlike in mammals, where the kidneys have different functions and do not seem to be involved in phage clearance (Dąbrowska, 2019).

The lower detection frequency of active phages in spleen samples compared to intestine and kidney samples, i.e., phage detection in 25 and 35% of spleen of fish fed with phage-immobilized and phage-sprayed feed, respectively (non-infected fish) was also in agreement with previous findings of 100–1000 fold decrease in phage concentration from intestine to spleen (Christiansen et al., 2014). In addition, the concentration of phages in the spleen appeared to decrease by 10 fold over time (non-infected fish). It is not clear if this is a result of the in-activation of phages in the spleen, or a consequence of the relatively low phage dose delivered. The spleen, a main secondary lymphoid organ (in fish and in mammals) and a reservoir of disease in fish (Secombes and Wang, 2012), has been suggested to play an important role in phage clearance (Dąbrowska, 2019). Previous experiments in rainbow trout (5 g) where bacteriophages were administered by oral intubation (100 μl of 1 × 10^8 PFU ml^-1) showed a complete disappearance of viable phages from the spleen 27 h after phage exposure (Christiansen et al., 2014). Similar results were obtained in mice after the administration of a vibriophage (oral gavage; 100 μl of 1 × 10^8 PFU ml^-1), which showed a very high concentration of infective phages in spleen 6 h after the administration, which then decreased over time reaching 10^3 PFU mg^-1 of tissue at 24 h (Jaiswal et al., 2014). Other studies, however, have demonstrated the presence of active phages in the spleen for a few days after exposure. However, it is unclear how quickly the phages are inactivated (Dąbrowska, 2019).

The detection of phages in 20.0% and in 32.5% of brain samples of fish fed with phage-immobilized and phage-sprayed feed, respectively, documented that phages FpV4 and FPSV-D22 are likely able to cross the blood-brain barrier. However, the simultaneous collection of blood during brain sampling procedures cannot be excluded. Since the dose and the delivery route have been identified as major conditions influencing the diffusion of phages in the brain (Dąbrowska, 2019), we also believe that the low percentage of detection is linked to the relatively low phage dose administered by feed pellets.

**Phage Delivery Methods and Fish Survival During F. psychrophilum Infection**

The first indication that the constant delivery of phage FpV9 through feed (1.5 × 10^8 PFU g^-1) could provide a decrease in rainbow trout fry (2.5 g) mortality affected by F. psychrophilum was provided by Christiansen (2014) (final cumulative mortality of 40% against 53% of control fish). In our Experiment A, we did not observe a similar outcome when phages were delivered orally (phage-sprayed feed: 1.6 × 10^8 PFU g^-1; phage-immobilized feed: 8.3 × 10^7 PFU g^-1). The lack of a significant beneficial effect on fish survival after bacterial challenge, may reflect a low phage density and a reduced phage-pathogen encounter rate in the infected organs. Similar results were obtained when phages were delivered by bath.

Intraperitoneal injection of bacteriophages has been suggested to be the best route of administration providing a fast and efficient delivery, and is recommended for systemic or localized infections (Dąbrowska, 2019). Phages spread very rapidly in the organs of the fish when delivered with this method but they can also quickly disappear when their target bacteria are not present (IP injection of FpV9 – 10^7 PFU fish^-1) (Madsen et al., 2013). Previous experiments demonstrated the potential of using F. psychrophilum phages to treat RTFS administered by IP injection (phage IH and 6H delivered together with F. psychrophilum) (Castillo et al., 2012). In our Experiment C, phages delivered in high concentrations (1.7 × 10^8 PFU fish^-1) by intraperitoneal injection 3 days after bacterial challenge were able to combat the bacterial infection and reduce mortality. These results support the utilization of the selected phages to control F. psychrophilum when delivered in high dosages. Further, delivering both the pathogen and phages by IP injection likely increases the probability of phage-pathogen encounter in the intraperitoneal cavity.

Phage-therapy may be more effective on acute than on chronic infections, as the application of an adequate dose of the right phage/phages during early stages of a bacterial infection (during log-phase growth and before the establishment of biofilm), should efficiently eliminate the pathogen [D’Hérelle and Smith, 1930; discussed and reviewed by Abedon (2014)]. Thus, the state and abundance of the bacteria in the body is important to ensure phage-host interaction and phage proliferation in the infected organs. For our experiments, we selected the intraperitoneal injection of F. psychrophilum as reproducible infection method, although it is considered relatively harsh for the fish and distant from how it would happen in an aquaculture environment (Madsen and Dalsgaard, 1999). With this method, the injected bacteria spread rapidly in the fish organs (peritoneal
cavity, spleen, kidney, and brain) in the first 4 days after the infection procedure (Madsen et al., 2013). As expected, we were able to detect *F. psychrophilum* in the internal organs of the fish 1 dpi but no difference in the development of the infection in the three feed-groups was observed (Experiment A). Similar results were obtained by Madsen et al. (2013) where the simultaneous IP injection of phage FpV9 did not reduce the occurrence of *F. psychrophilum* in the organs. When looking at the concentration of phages, we detected a large variation in intestinal phage concentration among sampled fish in the first 10–20 dpi, which was more prominent in fish fed phage-sprayed feed. This might be the result of the bacterial infection, since the reduced feed intake is one of the clinical signs of infected/diseased fish (Nematollahi et al., 2003). The lower concentration of phages detected in the intestine of dead/moribund fish supports this hypothesis. As observed by Madsen et al. (2013), no increase in phage concentration in the kidney in the presence of *F. psychrophilum* was observed. Only few dead fish showed a higher phage concentration indicating phage proliferation in the organ. A similar situation was observed for spleen samples. More markedly for fish fed with phage-sprayed feed, the overall frequency of phage detection was higher when the bacterium was present (48.6% against 35% of control fish). We believe that the undetected phage proliferation in organs containing the bacterium may be a consequence of the relatively low concentration of phages obtained in situ by the administration of phage-treated feed pellets (in experiment A). To conclude, our understanding of phage replication in situ is limited and so, one should focus on optimizing the delivery of high densities of phages with the aim of maximizing phage concentrations at the site of infection, without relying on the self-replicating properties of the phage (Abedon and Thomas-Abedon, 2010; Abedon, 2014). In addition, the role of poorly mixed environments (biofilm) for phage-host encounter in fish organs should be better understood (Abedon and Thomas-Abedon, 2010; Abedon, 2014).

Finally, when comparing our results on fish survival, it is important to mention that the fish used in Experiment A and B were at the fry stage (2–3 g), whereas larger fish (fingerlings, ~7 g) were used in experiment C. This is important as higher mortalities from *F. psychrophilum* infections are generally observed in fry population (80%) than larger fish (fingerlings and bigger; 20%) during disease outbreaks in fish farms (Lorenzen, 1994). Differences in fish size and immune status between experiments (Madsen and Dalsgaard, 1999) thus likely explain why the final mean mortality in the fingerlings in Experiment C was lower than for fish in Experiment B, in control groups, despite that they were challenged with the highest bacterial dose.

**CONCLUSION AND FUTURE PERSPECTIVES**

Even though phage therapy seems very attractive and straightforward, it presents various drawbacks/challenges. In our experiments, we believe that the delivery of bacteriophages applied by Fixed Phage Ltd. technology on feed pellets represents an effective method of delivering a product in the intestine with a feasible application in the field. It also reduces the time-consuming tasks of spraying and drying feed pellets. We believe that the inefficient delivery of phages to the internal organs (i.e., the high loss of infective phages during the delivery process across the intestinal barrier as well as the potential too low phage concentration applied in feed and bath experiments) was the reason for the lack of a beneficial effect on survival of fish challenged with *F. psychrophilum*. The significant increase in fish survival upon IP administration supports the hypothesis that the delivery of higher dosages of phages at the infection site could positively contribute to fish health/recovery, and emphasizes the need for applying higher concentrations of phages on the feed to account of the loss of infective phages during the delivery process. Based on preliminary experiments, we have indications that increasing the number of phages per gram of feed also increases the re-isolation percentage of phages from the fish organs. We therefore think that it is reasonable to suggest that increasing the phage concentration on the feed will lead to increased phage densities in the target organs. However, establishing the relationship between phage doses on the feed and the subsequent concentration in the organs upon delivery is, however, an important next step in the development and optimization of the feed-based delivery.
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